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Baghdad to British control, and by designating a strip of
territory lying between Baghdad and the zone of territory
around Mosul, assigned to French influence, as a zone to be
given to the Arabs, subject to British influence.
The necessity of capturing Baghdad as a preliminary to the
application of these secret agreements thus became one of the
primary political arguments in favour of the renewed advance
towards Baghdad. Its capture would also restore British prestige,
seriously shaken by the surrender of Kut and by the attempt,
suggested by General Townshend himself, April 23rd,1 and
sanctioned by the War Cabinet,2 to purchase the freedom of the
besieged army for a sum of £2,000,000. The capture would, in
addition, encourage the Allied Powers and dishearten the
Central Powers.3
The occupation of Baghdad would present a better oppor-
tunity to organize Arab co-operation, a step which H.M.
Government had repeatedly stressed from the inception of the
campaign and to facilitate which the War Cabinet was to
sanction the Proclamation of March igth, 1917, issued under
the name of General Maude, following the capture of Baghdad,
March nth, 1917.*
Among the reasons originally urged for the dispatch of the
Expedition,, it will be remembered, was the hope that it would
secure the assistance of the Arabs against the Turks and
prevent them from joining in a Jihad.5 With these ends in
view, proclamations had been addressed to the Shaikhs of the
Gulf and to the Arabs of Turkish Arabia by H.M, Political
1	O.H., Vol  n, p. 450-
2	Ibid., p 452.
3	The tremendous store set by Germany and Turkey on Baghdad and the
plans which they elaborated for its recapture have been well described by Djemal
(Jamal) Pasha in Memories of a Turkish Statesman (n,d.)-  During the war, he,
himself, regarded Palestine and Syria as more important centres, although he
had once, when Pasha of Baghdad, described 'Iraq as 'an iron gate against the
great power to the south, that is, India*. Speech on the Inauguration of Jarnal
Bey as Pasha of Baghdad, August 30, 1911.
* For text see Appendix I,
5 Supra.) pp. 27-8.

